Detailed surface co-seismic displacement of the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake in western Taiwan and implication of fault geometry in the shallow subsurface
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ABSTRACT

The northern segment of the Chelungpu Fault shows an unusually large co-seismic displacement from the event of the Mw 7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake in western Taiwan. Part of the northern segment near the Fengyuan City provides an excellent opportunity for characterizing active thrust-related structures due to a dense geodetic-benchmark network. We reproduced co-seismic deformation patterns of a small segment of this Chelungpu Fault using 924 geodetic benchmarks. According to the estimated displacement vectors, we identified secondary deformations, such as local rigid-block rotation and significant shortening within the hanging wall. The data set also allows us to determine accurately a 3D model of the thrust fault geometry in the shallow subsurface by assuming simple relations between the fault slip, and the horizontal and vertical displacements at the surface. The predicted thrust geometry is in good agreement with borehole data derived from two drilling sites close to the study area. The successful prediction supports our assumptions of rigid displacement and control of displacement in the hanging wall by the fault geometry being useful first approximations.

© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Large earthquakes generated by thrust activation commonly induce complex deformation near the surface, especially in the hanging wall as happened in the 1980, with the Mw 7.3, El Asnam earthquake (Philip and Meghraoui, 1983). Likewise, the 1999, Mw 7.6, Chi-Chi earthquake in west Central Taiwan was one of the largest onshore earthquakes in the past century (Fig. 1). This earthquake re-activated the 100-km-long Chelungpu Fault, with a N-S striking rupture surface that closely followed the mountain front of the Taiwan mountain belt (Central Geological Survey, 1999; Kao et al., 2000; Angelier et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2003; Chan et al., 2005; Lee and Chan, 2007).

From the geodynamic point of view, the Chi-Chi earthquake was a typical expression of the ongoing collision of the Taiwan orogen in terms of seismotectonic location and mechanism (Ho, 1986; Kao and Chen, 2000; Kao and Angelier, 2001). From the point of view of structural geology, the deformation in the hanging wall was complex, involving multiple faults (Wang et al., 2002a,b) and pop-up structures (Lee et al., 2002). In particular, partitioning accommodated the oblique thrusting between the main Chelungpu thrust and a hanging wall deformation zone with significant left-lateral strike-slip (Angelier et al., 2003a,b).

The Philippine Sea plate converges on the Chinese continental margin in a NW–SE direction across the Taiwan mountain belt at a rate of 8.2 cm per year (Yu et al., 1997). This convergence behavior contrasts to the longer term, WNW-ESE-directed contractional deformation of Taiwan (Yu et al., 2001; Chang et al., 2003). The contraction is consistent with the maximum compression direction indicated by stress inversion of focal mechanisms of the Chi-Chi main shock and aforeshock sequence (Angelier, 2002). Both surface-deformation and crustal-stress characteristics agree with the direction of plate convergence (e.g., Seno et al., 1993) based on numerical modelling of the relationships between relative displacement, strain and stress (Hu et al., 1996, 2001). The strain partitioning along the Chelungpu Fault can be regarded as a local expression of the accommodation of NW–SE convergence that is oblique to the NNE-SSW structural grain of the collision belt, which represents a counter-clockwise deviation of shortening direction as compared with relative plate motion.

In this paper, we conduct a detailed analysis of active deformation and related faults by using a dense network of geodetic benchmarks and boreholes. We determine the co-seismic displacement, and construct a 3D model of deformation at depth to determine the fault geometry and behavior in the shallow subsurface.
2. The data: a dense network of city-planning benchmarks

In Fengyuan City, the second largest town of Taichung County, accurate 1/1000-scale urban-planning maps were created before the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. We use these maps and the geodetic measurements of benchmarks made before and after the earthquake as the basis for our analysis (Fig. 2).

In the study area, the vertical offset across the Chelungpu Fault scarp ranged from 2.5 to 4 m, whereas the horizontal displacement was approximately 7 m (Central Geological Survey, 1999). Such large displacements produced complex deformation in the hanging wall, creating many fissures, faults, and small folds (Kelson et al., 2001). However, detailed characterization of deformation was limited by the lack of quantitative data. Although previous studies characterized co-seismic displacement (Kelson et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2002, 2003; Angelier et al., 2003a,b; Dong et al., 2003), these studies did not reveal much concerning the deformation pattern in the hanging wall. Measurements of several GPS stations in this region (Central Geological Survey, 1999; Yu et al., 2001) provided vertical and horizontal displacement data; yet, their limited spatial distribution density prevented spatially detailed deformation analysis. In contrast, the densely spaced distribution of the city-planning benchmarks in Fengyuan provides us with a novel basis to perform accurate local determination of the deformation within the hanging wall. The resolution of this approach makes it advantageous compared to other approaches such as the correlation of aerial photographs or satellite images (Domínguez et al., 2003) because of greater accuracy for vertical relative displacements.

3. Determination of horizontal and vertical co-seismic displacements: the method

The city map provides accurate locations of human constructions, in particular houses, roads, and benchmarks. Because of extensive surface damage and large landform modification, the eastern part of Fengyuan City was remapped after the Chi-Chi earthquake. The map before the Chi-Chi earthquake was surveyed in 1992, adopting the coordinate system of the Taiwan Datum 67 (TWD 67), which was commonly used in Taiwan in the 1970s–1990s. The map made after the Chi-Chi earthquake was finished in 2002, using the coordinate system of the Taiwan Datum 97 (TWD 97), a new system adopted in Taiwan recently. Not only does the new map contain all the old city-planning benchmarks, it also includes the surface rupture of the earthquake and a Digital Terrain Model of a few meters resolution.

To compare these two maps, we first transformed the coordinates of benchmarks of the new map from TWD 97 to TWD 67.
Then, by comparing the coordinates of old and new benchmarks, we obtained the horizontal offsets of the benchmarks, which represent the horizontal co-seismic displacements in eastern Fengyuan City. The 924 benchmarks distributed in the study area include 724 position benchmarks (251 benchmarks in the hanging wall and 473 benchmarks in the footwall) and 200 elevation benchmarks (Fig. 2). The minimum standard of the horizontal uncertainty in benchmark coordinates was to be less than 10 cm, according to the codes of urban-planning measurements (Ministry of the Interior, 2001). However, in practice, the actual horizontal uncertainty is much smaller at commonly less than 1–2 cm (Personal communication, 2006, Chung-Hsin Survey Company). Thus,
considering that the co-seismic displacement of the hanging wall was generally greater than 5 m, the uncertainty of benchmark locations is small.

However, the determination of the vertical offsets is complicated by protocol differences between the two surveys. First, only a few elevation benchmarks were surveyed before and after the Chi-Chi earthquake. Second, some of the old 200 elevation benchmarks, which are mostly distributed on the hanging wall side of the Chelungpu Fault, are near where a number of new elevation benchmarks were installed. We consequently selected 62 new benchmarks that are located as close as possible to old benchmarks with distance ranging from 4 to 85 m and averaging 28 m. We adopted the elevation of the new benchmarks as an approximation of the new elevation for the old benchmarks, assuming that over short distance the elevation is nearly the same. This technique introduces an additional uncertainty to determining the vertical displacement. Because the resultant displacement pattern fits well with the local result of the GPS survey (Yu et al., 2001) and resembles the strong-motion seismograph data recorded by the Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan, we consider that our determination of vertical displacement for such couples of old and new benchmarks is generally reliable to within less than 10 cm.

4. Horizontal and vertical movement: the results

4.1. Horizontal component of displacement

The displacement vectors show a common NW direction (average azimuth 329.9° ± 3.8°) (Fig. 3). This consistency is also illustrated in the azimuth histogram of Fig. 3, showing a narrow peak between azimuths 325° and 330°, with almost 60% of the data. Most displacements are 7–8.5 m, but it is worth noting that almost 50% of vectors larger than 8 m are located in the hanging wall at a distance to the rupture trace, reflecting partially the internal deformation of the hanging wall.

To better characterize the displacement variation within the hanging wall, we calculated horizontal displacement vectors with respect to two selected reference points located within the hanging wall. The first reference point is the benchmark #1019 (Fig. 4a), which is located in the northern part of the study area (area 1, Fig. 2) on top of a ridge. This reference point in northern Fengyuan reveals an apparent clockwise rotation around it from the Chi-Chi earthquake with a magnitude of about 10–15% of the total displacement at each location (Figs. 3 and 4a). This relative displacement pattern favours a northern block undergoing a minor clockwise rotation during its major displacement to the NW. Both the trends and the amplitudes of the displacement vectors relative to benchmark #1019 are consistent with a rigid rotation around a pole close to this reference point. The displacement is about 1 m at a distance of about 500 m from the center, indicating a clockwise rotation of about 7 min.

The second reference point is the benchmark #1291, which is located on a hill in the southern area 3 (Figs. 2 and 4b). The average vector length on the hill near the reference point is clearly smaller than that on the terrace farther to the west. Likewise, along the length of the boundary between areas 3 and 4 (Fig. 2), vector magnitude increases about 1 m onto the terrace. Previous geomorphological study interpreted the terrace boundary as a possible fault (Ota et al., 2004). Our results indicate that this fault was active with a displacement of about 1 m, as a thrust with left-lateral component of motion, during the Chi-Chi earthquake.

Although several displacement vectors along the west edge of the terrace are inconsistent with this interpretation (area 4), we found that the benchmarks in this area were old ones, not the new post-earthquake benchmarks. We infer that these inhomogeneous local displacements reflect co-seismic block sliding at the edge of the terrace, instead of a deep-seated movement. This interpretation is also strengthened by the displacement pattern along two profiles stated in the following section.

4.2. Displacement along profiles: Shueiyuan and Nanyang Roads

In the northern study area, the Shueiyuan Road trends E-W and its eastern section follows the right bank of the Hanhsi Creek, east of the main thrust (benchmarks in Fig. 2), exposing to the Pliocene Chinsui Shale Formation (Chinese Petroleum Corporation, 1974). This road crosses a spectacular pop-up structure of a few meters height that formed during the Chi-Chi earthquake. A city-planning survey line was set up along this road between points located 1400 m west of the main surface rupture and 400 m east of it. The eastern end is located 125 m east of an east-facing scarp, which is considered to be a backthrust (Kelson et al., 2001; Dong et al., 2003).

We projected all the reconstructed displacement vectors along the Shueiyuan Road profile to show the westward and northward components of the co-seismic horizontal displacement (Fig. 5). The hanging wall is offset relative to the footwall by about 4.2 m westward (Fig. 5a) and 7.9 m northward (Fig. 5b). Whereas the westward displacement component is nearly constant in the hanging wall, the northward displacement decreases linearly in the hanging wall eastward from the rupture by several 10th’s of a meter.
In the southern study area, the Nanyang Road trends approximately E-W except close to its western tip where it turns to NW (benchmarks in Fig. 2). From west to east, it crosses the north-south trending rupture trace of the Chi-Chi earthquake, then a Quaternary alluvial terrace, and a hill domain underlain by the Chinshui Shale (Fig. 2c). Considering the westward and northward components of displacement at benchmarks along the Nanyang Road profile, the data show steps in magnitude, which we interpret as minor faults (Fig. 6). The different areas are labelled 1–7 in Fig. 6.

Considering the westward component (Fig. 6a), the different steps have values of about 5–8 cm (positive, groups 1–2), 12–16 cm (negative, groups 2–3), 3–5 cm (negative, groups 3–4), 15–18 cm (positive, groups 4–5), 19–28 cm (positive, groups 5–6) and 44–59 cm (positive, groups 6–7). Positive differences in westward displacement indicate a reverse component of co-seismic faulting, whereas negative differences reveal extensional co-seismic faulting (between groups 2–3 and 3–4). These occurrences of local extension correlate well with the presence of dense fissures and tension cracks at several localities in the hanging wall (Angelier et al., 2001, 2003b; Kelson et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2001, 2003). The discontinuity in westward motion between groups 6 and 7 is a large secondary displacement difference of more than 50 cm across a distance of only 8 m between benchmarks, indicating the presence of a secondary fault with a greater deformational role in the hanging wall.

Considering northward displacement across the steps, the step-wise form of the displacement changes is not as obvious as for westward displacement (Fig. 6b vs. 6a). The changes are about 10 cm (negative, groups 1–2), 15 cm (positive, groups 2–3), a progressive increase of about 63 cm over a W-E distance of 239 m for groups 3–6, and a 23 cm offset (positive) between groups 6 and 7. Note that a positive difference implies a left-lateral component of motion along N-S trending faults, whereas a negative difference is a right-lateral component.

Combining both components of horizontal displacement along the Nanyang Road profile (Fig. 7), we infer that in the middle and eastern portions of the terrace contain three minor faults, one of them with more than 1 m of offset. These minor faults accommodate both reverse and left-lateral displacements, whereas the extensional sub-area detected in the middle part of the terrace represents the hinge of a small anticline, presumably a pop-up like structure (Kelson et al., 2001). The terrace edge, where scattered displacement values are present, signifies collapsed area at the tip of the thrust unit.

4.3. Southern terrace: internal co-seismic deformation

By comparing all 174 available benchmarks inside the whole terrace area crossed by the Nanyang Road profile, we correlated the compressional and tensional zones, respectively (Fig. 7). We delineated a consistent zone of co-seismic compression with about 1 m of E-W shortening that runs parallel to the boundary between hills and terrace. The other minor zones, which reveal co-seismic compression inside the terrace, trend N-S and are consistent with the geomorphic features. In this southern Fengyuan area, the Chelungpu Fault clearly includes two main branches at the western edge and near the eastern edge of the terrace, separated by a sub-domain that is mainly the terrace itself where limited co-seismic
deformation was expressed by minor faults and a pop-up structure. This example of distributed deformation (Figs. 6 and 7) provides evidence that co-seismic relative deformation was accommodated by two faults with several minor structures in between. If one of these faults and minor features been neglected, the total displacement across the Chelungpu Fault zone would have been underestimated by about 4.4 m instead of 7.3 m for the horizontal, SE–NW component, which is an underestimate of 40%.

5. Displacement amplitude map for hanging wall

Considering the entire study area, the largest values of northerly displacement (red and orange, Fig. 8a) appear in the northeastern area where displacement is essentially accommodated by a single fault. The southern terrace has smaller displacements with greater variation, reflecting the presence of the two faults with minor structures (Figs. 6 and 7). Interestingly, the greatest northward displacement occurred along the eastern fault (yellow color in Fig. 8a and b), with a left-lateral component increasing southward (Fig. 8a) and a reverse component increasing northward (Fig. 8b).

The large westward displacement values along the secondary thrust between the terrace and the hill (yellow-orange, Fig. 8b) highlight the importance of local co-seismic deformation. Consequently, the main fault that bounds the terrace to the west shows less displacement in the south (blue, Fig. 8a and b), as compared with the central and northern areas. Along this western edge of the terrace, two small patches of large displacement are present (Fig. 8a and b), however, they reflect local collapse near the primary fault scarp, rather than the true fault displacement.

The map of vertical displacement (Fig. 8c) reveals that in the northern area, strong co-seismic uplift occurred in the hanging wall along the rupture trace (yellow and orange, Fig. 8c). In this area, strong uplift also involved a NNW-SSE trending pop-up (orange and red, Fig. 8c) bounded by a backthrust (purple lines, Fig. 8c). In the southern area, strong uplift also occurred in the hanging wall along the primary rupture trace (yellow and red, Fig. 8c). Unfortunately, the absence of the vertical displacement data precluded mapping farther south along the western fringe of the terrace.

Not surprisingly, the footwall and back domain of the hanging wall front in the northern area show the least uplift/subsidence. In the southern area, the distribution of vertical movement clearly shows that the terrace was tilted towards the east, with a W-E transition from orange-red values to lesser green-blue ones. In more detail, local variations exist (yellow-orange patches) in the eastern terrace, which is consistent with the known minor structures (Figs. 6a and 7).

6. Fault structure at shallow depths: a 3D fault geometry model

The analysis of the co-seismic horizontal displacement shows that near the surface, the Chelungpu Fault splits into several branches, especially southeast of Fengyuan City. We combined the horizontal and vertical displacement data to evaluate the co-seismic slip in 3D, and hence, determine the dip angle and the fault at the shallow level. We assumed that the motion of the hanging wall is mainly controlled by fault geometry and that elastic deformation can be regarded as negligible. Consequently, the displacement of the hanging wall with respect to the footwall reflects directly the
fault geometry, which allows reconstruction of a 3D fault geometry at shallow depths.

Because the horizontal and vertical displacements were commonly measured at separate benchmarks, we often used couples of neighbouring benchmarks for the horizontal and vertical displacement to constrain slip angle. We paired 62 city-planning benchmarks providing horizontal displacement with nearby benchmarks providing elevation data. We also simplified the fault trace in eastern Fengyuan City with seven rectangular data patches for 3D analysis (three patches in the north area, four in the south area, Fig. 9a).

We assume a local fault strike, calculate the slip-vector orientation from the appropriate benchmarks, combine the two lines to form a local fault plane, and then determine the fault depth based on a smooth curving fault surface passing through these local fault planes and the fault rupture on the surface (see Fig. 9d and e). We then constructed 44 cross-sections (Fig. 9b) perpendicular to fault strike and re-sampled the data points to calculate the variation in fault depth along each profile. Because each series of depth values was calculated with respect to the point where the profile meets the fault rupture at the surface, we adjusted the initial value to the elevation of the rupture trace after Chi-Chi earthquake. We also used the published measurements (Central Geological Survey, 1999; Lee et al., 2006) close to the well data. Although the Fengyuan well 2 is located out of our benchmark coverage, the distance is small. Furthermore, according to shallow seismic observations and fault geometry models, fault shape at depth is smooth and parallel to the surface fault trace (Wang et al., 2002a; Yue et al., 2005).

In the Fengyuan well 2, the cored length was 315 m and the well data showed a shear zone (named N-MFZ-2) at a distance of 285.40–329.65 m along the inclined borehole from the surface (Tanaka et al., 2002). Most reports focused on the deeper shear zone in the well and used microstructure analysis or areal balancing method to demonstrate that the deeper shear zone was the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake fault (Heermance et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2006). Within reasonable uncertainties the inferred position of the fault is very close to the well position, at about 250 m beneath the surface (Fig. 11). We consequently consider that the dip of the earthquake fault is well constrained here to about $50^\circ$ eastward. This local validation gives confidence to the prediction of fault shape farther to the north (Figs. 9 and 10). This good fit also suggests that our reasoning, which included the assumption of rigid displacement and displacement in the hanging wall dominated by fault geometry, was correct as a first approximation.

7. Discussion of co-seismic movement in the hanging wall

In the northern area (number 1, Fig. 2), the hanging wall is mainly composed of Chinsihui Shale. The co-seismic displacement of the hanging wall unit in this area exhibits a clockwise rotation about benchmark #1019 of about 7 min (Fig. 4a) in addition to the
principal displacement to the northwest with respect to the footwall.

In the central study area (number 3, Fig. 2), the Hanhsi Creek valley is a transition zone between two salients in the thrust unit where the Chinshui Shale crops out (Fig. 2c). To the north (number 2, Fig. 2), the segment of the Hanhsi Creek may experience an E-W trending left-lateral shear to accommodate differential movement between the clockwise rotation of the northern area (Fig. 4a) and the translation of the thrust front in the central area (Fig. 4b). This hypothesis is consistent with the presence of multiple thrust and backthrust structures in the eastern Shueiyuan Road along the Hanhsi Creek.

In the southern area (number 4, Fig. 2), the structural pattern at shallow depths is more complex. The horizontal movement maps (Figs. 4b, 8a and b) reveal displacement discontinuities between areas 3 and 4, as well as the existence of two fault branches in area 4. We suggest the boundary between areas 3 and 4 is a branch of the Chi-Chi earthquake fault because of about 1 m horizontal offset during the earthquake. A lateritic terrace is present, at an elevation of 50–75 m relative to the footwall in the northern part of area 4, unconformably overlying the Chinshui Shale. According to Ota et al. (2004), this terrace has no obvious warping and the flat surface indicates that no offset was caused by active structure within the terrace and that allows this terrace to have been homogeneously uplifted. Our analysis of the city-planning benchmarks in Fengyuan City, however, indicates that significant, albeit minor co-seismic movements have occurred during the Chi-Chi earthquakes along several structural features within this terrace. The eastern lineament is the suspect active fault of Ota et al. (2004). Our study demonstrates that significant co-seismic movement indeed occurred along this lineament, which consequently deserves consideration as an active fault. The vector divergence with respect to hanging wall between areas 1 (north) and 4 (south), which brings independent kinematic support to our 3D reconstruction of the thrust fault at shallow depths, with a footwall salient (area 3) between two re-entrants (areas 1 and 4, Figs. 9 and 10). We further think that this geometric and kinematic pattern might indicate the presence of a lateral ramp underneath the western portion of area 3. The north end of this ramp would lie beneath the Shueiyuan Road. This ramp would affect the hanging wall deformation, producing internal tensional stress in the terrace during the earthquake. Note also that maximum co-seismic uplift has occurred in the vicinity of the lateritic terrace (compare Fig. 8c and Fig. 2c).

Farther south and to the west, most of the area 4 is composed of a fluvial deposit terrace at the surface (Fig. 2c). This terrace is
mainly composed of sand, boulders and pebbles, without any lateritic character (Sino Geotechnology, Inc., 2002). As shown before, the boundary between this terrace and the hill area is a secondary earthquake fault with a co-seismic vertical offset of about 1 m. The west boundary of this area is the main Chi-Chi earthquake fault, with 3–4 m of vertical uplift (Lee et al., 2006) and 5–8 m of horizontal displacement. Our model indicates that the fault dip is 25°–40° here, much gentler than that to the north. The benchmarks on this terrace revealed a different displacement pattern as compared with other areas. The correlation of horizontal displacements and movement discontinuities revealed that inside the terrace the structural trends are mainly parallel to the topographic grain. In the middle of the terrace, we thus mapped a co-seismic anticline or pop-up like structure. Because the thickness of the fluvial deposits is 5–10 m, and the bedrock underneath is mainly composed of shale to fine grained sandstone, the recorded motion of the benchmarks on the terrace reflect the mechanical properties of this thick unconsolidated material.

We interpret the southern terrace area is experiencing compression by the thrust unit composed of Chinshui Shale to the east, with a horizontal displacement of the shale of about 1 m westward relative to the terrace and a distribution of shortening accommodated by minor deformation within the 500-m-wide terrace. Because the small co-seismic anticline is located in vacant land, we could not observe any building damage related to its formation. It is likely that this structure reflects the deformation at the top of the Chinshui Shale underlying the terrace. From the geo-electric survey data (Sino Geotechnology, Inc., 2002), we recognized the irregular shape at the top of the shale, which is consistent with the ramp of this gentle anticline being located on the unconformity above the Chinshui Shale. The other structures on the terrace are interpreted as accommodating co-seismic compression within the
unconsolidated Quaternary fluvial deposit. To summarise, the southern area is characterized by co-seismic deformation mainly absorbed by two thrust faults near the edges of the terrace, with minor deformation inside the terrace. The front thrust fault has a significant change in trend as it runs N-S along the western edge of the terrace and abruptly turns into the N50°E direction to the north (Fig. 2). This particular pattern is again consistent with the hypothesis of a lateral ramp coming to the surface there, as suggested by our structural reconstruction (Figs. 9 and 10).
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